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MAIN FABRICS

  

The main fabric - a functional material,
waterproof, impervious to wind -
"Rainblock".
The fabric is fire resistant, durable,
lightweight, quiet, dirt resistant

Black
Navy blue

In this collection we use two colours "rainblocks":

For lining we use thin, pleasant to
touch, and minimizing electrification
technical fabric.
Or polar fleece for warming clothes.
These fabrics are made from
polyester.

Waterproof
 "Rainblock"



For exclusivity needs, we offer
militaristic style fabric products.

It is made from polyester with
waterproof finishing. This fabric gets
wet easier then the "Rainblock",
although it dries quickly and retains
dirt perfectly.

 MAIN FABRICS

Camouflage print fabric



Tartan print viscose fabric

MAIN FABRICS

Polar fleece

 



COVERALLS
Waterproof Rainblock fabric
Lightweight and silent
Does not restrict movements
Easy to maintain
Easy to put on 
With fitting adjustment details
Suitable to use in various climate conditions
The abdomen of girls is more covered than
boys, due to physiological differences,
although boys fur in the abdomen has often
less hair.
The overalls have a lightweight polyamide
lining for a comfortable touch.



COVERALLS

 DESIGNS:

"Lilly" - sporty style

"Dina" - elegant style



Reflective strips or reflective edging

Size adjusters: elastic rubber with plastic mini-
lightweight and comfortable stoppers for
strings

Elastic and waterproof cuffs
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COVERALLS DETAILS:



Secure plastic lightweight, large-patterned
zipper over the back.

Collar size adjusting details

Different designs in the belly area for girls and
boys overalls
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OVERALLS DETAILS:



SPORTY STYLE OVERALLS
"LILLY"

Made of the same fabric as the body.
Tartan print viscose fabric from the outer side
(inner collar side is made of the same fabric
asthe body outer side)

Bright yellow
Bright orange
Grey

Collar types:

Light reflective tapes and size adjusters: 



ELEGANT STYLE
OVERALLS "DINA"

Tartan print viscose fabric from the inner side
and outer side is made of the same fabric as the
body outer side
Light reflective edging on the side seams. 
Cocealed lenght adjusters in side seams.
Belt - size adjuster around waist
Elegant style



JACKET

With hood made from same material
as the body
With hood made from tartan print
viscose fabric

Springtime Jacket (lightweight lining)
Jacket for winter (polar fleece lining)

Waterproof, windproof and stain-resistant
Jacket. It covers the body ant frontal legs.
The front closes with snap buttons.
 

DESIGN VARIATIONS:

Season:



Snap buttons in front makes easier to put it on
and off the pet.

Edging is finished with elastic knitted fabric.

Outer layer is produced using navy blue/black
Rainblock fabric.01
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VESTS
Waterproof, windproof and stain-resistant
vest. It covers the body. The front closes
with snap buttons.



Snap buttons in front makes easier to put it on
and off the pet.

Edging is finished with elastic knitted fabric.

This design is with no sleeves and pants' details.
Great for pets that are difficult to dress up or
when it is needed moderate covering. 
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LINEN OVERALLS
Linen all body covering summer clothes. Can
be used for cooling effects when overalls are
moisturized.

Made from 100 % (softened) linen fabric.

Elastic cuffs
Adjustable waist, collar, sleeve length
Light reflective details
Trimming "no insects"



Linen overalls is easy to put on without any
buckles or zips. Besides, it is with size adjusting
details in collar, waist and other places. 

Special trimming "No insects"

Linen overalls covers form sun, an be used for
cooling effects, fur protection from sticky
plants, dust and from insects.
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FLEECE
HOODIES
Polar fleece jumper with frontal sleeves,
hoodie, and backpocket. 
Warm and comfortable
Easy to take care 
Water resistant
Hard to leak water trough, traps the dirt.
Edging is finished with elastic knitted fabric.



Light reflective edging on the hoodie seams. 
 Hoodie can be attached to back with a button

Pocket is decorated with dog form detail. 

 In front there is safe plastic zip.01
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BATHROBE
HOODIE
Great alternative for using towels: to wipe fur
out and to warm up.

Made from cotton frotte fabric, which can be
used in manufacturing towels.

Minimalistic: no belts or buttons, that can pull
pets chair. Easy to put on.



COATS

Classic unisex coat with collar or hoodie:
Waterproof vinyl and leatherette
Waterproof black or dark blue from
Rainblock fabric
Denim with British style Tartan details
Tartan print viscose fabric

Coat - dress 
With collar or without collar, or with
hood 
Wide belt around waist with snap
buttons or narrow belt tied the bow. 

Lining can be made from polar fleece or
thin polyester fabric.



Edging is finished with light reflective  piping
tape.

Minimalistic, elegant and comfortable.

 Closure with metal snap buttons over the chest
below the chin.01
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ACCESSORIES



ACCESSORIES



CONTACTS:

CIUCIU
Šiauliai, Lithuania

www.ciuciu.lt
info@ciuciu.lt

+37063421596
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